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Thermally Insulated Aluminum Windows

The Desired Effect
Classic Beauty

Energy Efficient
Maintenance Free

Strong,
Durable
And 
Efficient

Some of our competitors get bent out of shape when we suggest
their product can’t stand up to our standards. Our sill section is 
substantially stronger than most windows on the market today,
a feature that is especially important in supporting heavy 
insulated glass.

Aluminum Comparison
3.4 times stronger than vinyl
43 times stronger than wood

Heavy Duty metal spiral balances for dependable,
smooth maintenance free operation. No ropes or pul-
leys to wear or break.

Ultra efficient insulated barrier used in frames and sashes 
dramatically reduces HEAT + COLD transfer through the aluminum,
an exceptional insulator like wood and vinyl but with the durability
of aluminum.

WHITEALMONDBRONZE

Safety tilt latch allows sash to tilt in for easy cleaning.
Safety lock prevents children from inadvertently 
tilting window.

Thermally insulated glass system with an advanced
non-conductive edge spacer retards heat and cold
transfer through the edge of the glass for additional
energy savings.

Premium performance weather-stripping with 
mylar-fin barrier on two sides of sash gives double
protection against wind, dust, air-born allergens and
noise pollution.

Interlock system locks both sashes together to prevent
high winds from separating sashes, provides tighter
seal and added security.
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Available Options:
Solar & Aluminum Screens
Tinted Glass —
Bronze, Gray or Green

Cardinal® 170 Lo–E2with  argon
gas and the XLEdgeTM dual seal
spacer system

Simply put, these windows provide the very best in design, construction, energy savings,
low maintenance and superior longevity. All custom built to fit any window in your home.

Aluminum glazing bead holds up against the sun’s
damaging UV rays, will not crack and warp like 
common plastic glazing beads (shown to the right). Our
premium aluminum glazing beads eliminates the 
possibility of air and water leakage.

8181 Ambassador Row  •  Dallas  •  214-630-0934  •  800-367-0390

901 Enterprise  •  Oklahoma City  •  405-947-2000  •  800-752-0509

651 North Shepherd, #400  •  Houston  •  713-868-1398  •  800-541-0047

1920 Shipman  •  San Antonio  •  210-225-0352  •  800-299-6864

3827 Avenue A  •  Lubbock  •  806-747-2181  •  800-831-4356

www.dycwindows.com
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Double Hung
W I N D O W S

Single Hung
W I N D O W S Energy Savings, Solar Control

And Noise Protection

All Covered Under Limited 
Lifetime Warranty

Our goal is to make the most efficient, easy to 
clean, durable and maintenance free windows possible.
From our thick aluminum walls, which provides the best
choice for strength and durability, to our baked-on 
enamel paint finish — tough enough to stand up against
the harshest of Summers and the coldest of Winters.

Single Hung
W I N D O W S
• 3⁄4” insulated glass provides 

year round energy savings and 
an excellent sound barrier to 
outside noise.

• Aluminum glazing bead for added
durability and security.

• Bottom sash tilts inward for safe
and convenient cleaning.

• Continuous interlock provides a
tighter seal greatly reducing the
amount of dust and pollen 
entering your home.

• Double Finseal Weather-stripping
virtually eliminates air, dust and
water from entering your home.

• Metal spiral balances for 
dependable smooth trouble 
free operation.

• Child resistant tilt-in latches for
added safety.

• Electrostatic baked-on paint for 
a tough, durable smooth finish.

• Polyurethane thermally insulated
sash and frame dramatically
reduces heat and cold transfer.
Helps minimize condensation.

Commercially Rated
23⁄4” Main Frame Depth

No need to worry about painting these windows. Best of 
all, a superior insulated glass system that provides 
optimum energy performance and outside noise control.
We can also offer an optional solar control glass that 
offers protection against UV rays and scorching Summer 
heat. All backed by our limited lifetime warranty.

Double Hung
W I N D O W S
• 7⁄8” insulated glass provides 

year round energy savings and 
an excellent sound barrier to 
outside noise.

• Wrap around marine glazing 
blocks out cold air and water 
infiltration, and easily replaces in
the event of glass breakage.

• Both sashes can ventilate or tilt-in
for safe and convenient cleaning
from inside your home. No need 
to clean from dangerous ladders.

• Interlocking meeting rails for 
tighter seal and added security.

• Double Finseal Weather-stripping
virtually eliminates air, dust and
water from entering your home.

• Metal spiral balances for 
dependable smooth trouble 
free operation.

• Child resistant tilt-in latches for
added safety.

• Electrostatic baked-on paint for 
a tough, durable smooth finish.

• Polyurethane thermally insulated
sash and frame dramatically
reduces heat and cold transfer.
Helps minimize condensation.

Commercially Rated
31⁄4” Main Frame Depth




